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OCDaniel 2017-04-11 from the author of incredible space raiders from

space comes a brand new coming of age story about a boy whose life

revolves around hiding his obsessive compulsive disorder until he gets a

mysterious note that changes everything

The Incredible Space Raiders from Space! 2015-02-10 lord of the flies

meets star trek in this outer space story of adventure mystery and

fantastical fun from the author of the vindico and the feros when jonah

wakes up on the fantastic flying squirrel he s a bit confused one second

he is in his family s living room doing his homework and the next he s

sitting on a very cold floor on a very cold ship with a very strange looking

girl staring at him her name is willona the awesome and she s here to

welcome him to the incredible space raiders now that jonah is on board

the incredible space raiders can set off on an important mission to

venture into the dark zone and save the universe from the entirely evil

things but when space raiders start to disappear jonah realizes that if he s

going to make it to the dark zone alive he s going to have to step up and

figure out what s going on join the space raiders aboard the fantastic

flying squirrel for an unforgettable journey where imagination and truth

collide somewhere deep in space

Hello (From Here) 2022-09-20 a heartfelt witty and thought provoking ya

love story about two teens who fall for each other while forced apart

during quarantine written by two new york times bestselling authors and

for fans of five feet apart anna and the french kiss and my life next door
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maxine and jonah meet in the canned goods aisle just as california is

going into lockdown max s part time job as a personal grocery shopper is

about to transform into a hellish gauntlet jonah s preexisting anxiety is

about to become an epic daily struggle as max and jonah get to know

each other through facetime dates socially distanced playground hangs

and the escalating heartbreaks of the pandemic they re pushed apart by

what they don t share and pulled closer by what they do as thoughtful

probing and informed as it is buoyant romantic and funny hello from here

cuts across differences in class privilege and mental health all thrown into

stark relief by the covid 19 pandemic here s a novel that looks at the first

two months of the quarantine and adds falling in love to the mess hello

from here isn t just a book about the pandemic popsugar it s also a funny

poignant romcom about the unpredictability of love in chaotic times

excellent bccb satisfyingly banter filled pw starred review sweet effectively

rendered kirkus realistic slj not your typical romantic comedy it s a timely

update of the genre booklist witty entertaining endearing and relatable

common sense media an unputdownable story that ya readers will adore

brightly funny romantic and eerily familiar author kelly loy gilbert witty

hilarious heart filled and romantic author jeff zentner in a category of its

own wonderful postmedia

The Book of Daniel 2005 the anchor bible series offers new book by book

translations of the old and new testament and the apocrypha with

commentary this volume on the book of daniel has been prepared by two
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distinguished biblical scholars from the faculty of the catholic university of

america alexander a di lella professor of old testament and the late louis f

hartman professor of semitic languages the book of daniel was written as

resistance literature to strengthen and console loyal jews of the second

century b c who had to endure religious economic and social oppression

at the hands of antiochus i the inspiring stories in which daniel and his

companions shadrach meshach and abednego survive the ordeals of the

lions den and the fiery furnace dramatize for believers of all time the

ultimate test of faith the willingness to risk one s life for one s beliefs the

book of daniel also includes the famous incident of the handwriting on the

wall and recounts the four vivid dream visions or apocalypses which

through symbols and signs offered interpretations of history and

predictions of future deliverance louis f hartman and alexander a di lella

have revealed the profound religious and human dimensions of the daniel

stories they present daniel as a colorful and dramatic hero unique in

biblical literature an enduring symbol of hope and salvation for all men

and women of faith who must suffer for their beliefs

Sara and the Search for Normal 2021-05-04 it s the vivid insightful

depiction of sara s internal struggles that readers will remember booklist

in this prequel to the edgar award winning ocdaniel fan favorite sara

quests for normal and finds something even better along the way sara s

rules to be normal 1 stop taking your pills 19 make a friend 137 don t put

mayonnaise on peanut butter and jelly sandwiches sara wants one thing
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to be normal what she has instead are multiple diagnoses from dr ring

sara s constant battle with false alarm what she calls panic attacks and

other episodes cause her to isolate herself she rarely speaks especially

not at school and so she doesn t have any friends but when she starts

group therapy she meets someone new talkative and outgoing erin doesn

t believe in normal and sara finds herself in unfamiliar territory at the

movies at a birthday party and with someone to tell about her crush in

short with a friend but there s more to erin than her cheerful exterior and

sara begins to wonder if helping erin will mean sacrificing their friendship

Chu's First Day at School 2015-08-27 chu is a little panda with a big

sneeze and when his first day at school approaches he is nervous will the

other boys and girls be nice will they like chu a fabulously warm and

funny story about little chu and his enormous sneeze a fabulously funny

story about first days at school perfect for all the family brilliantly read by

neil gaiman please note that audio is not supported by all devices please

consult your user manual for confirmation

Mountain Runaways 2022-01-25 will their wilderness skills be enough to

survive the dangerous rocky mountains first a canadian rockies avalanche

kills their parents then children s services threatens to separate them that

s when the three gunnarsson kids decide to run away into the mountains

and fend for themselves until the oldest turns eighteen and becomes their

legal guardian not many would dare but jon korka and aron s parents ran

a survival school turns out their plan is full of holes when food and
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equipment go missing and illness and injury strike things get scary they re

even less prepared for encounters with dangerous animals and a sketchy

woods dweller on top of that grief cold hunger and sibling infighting

threaten to tear them apart while the search parties are closing in on

them do jon korka and aron really have what it takes to survive

Daniel's Story 1993 daniel whose family suffers as the nazis rise to power

in germany describes his imprisonment in a concentration camp and his

eventual liberation

Everywhere Blue 2022-08-02 a brother s disappearance turns one family

upside down revealing painful secrets that threaten the life they ve always

known when twelve year old maddie s older brother vanishes from his

college campus her carefully ordered world falls apart nothing will fill the

void of her beloved oldest sibling strum meanwhile maddie s older sister

reacts by staying out late and her parents are always distracted by the

search for strum drowning in grief and confusion the family s musical

household falls silent though maddie is the youngest she knows strum

better than anyone he used to confide in her sharing his fears about the

climate crisis and their planet s future so maddie starts looking for clues

was strum unhappy were the arguments with their dad getting worse or

could his disappearance have something to do with those endangered

butterflies he loved scared and on her own maddie picks up the pieces of

her family s fractured lives maybe her parents aren t who she thought

they were maybe her nervous thoughts and compulsive counting mean
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she needs help and maybe finding strum won t solve everything but she

knows he s out there and she has to try this powerful debut novel in

verse addresses the climate crisis intergenerational discourse and mental

illness in an accessible hopeful way with a gorgeous narrative voice

everywhere blue is perfect for fans of eventown and ocdaniel an ncte

notable verse novel a mighty girl best book of the year a bank street best

children s book of the year cybils award poetry winner

Can You See Me? 2019-05-02 people think that because tally s autistic

she doesn t realise what they re thinking but tally sees and hears and

notices all of it endearing insightful and warmly uplifting this is a story of

autism empathy and kindness that will touch readers of all ages

The Obsessive Mind 2018-11-09 the obsessive mind offers a well defined

and comprehensive understanding of obsessive compulsive disorder and

its treatment model based on the results of current research the book

offers a psychological perspective on the disorder a complete presentation

of useful strategies and techniques that can be implemented in therapy

and work that can be done with family members of ocd patients all

proposed coherently with the theoretical model of the disorder it also

illustrates the pivotal role of moral goals as proximal psychological

determinants of the obsessive symptomatology the obsessive mind can

be used by new clinicians to become acquainted with the theory and

treatment of ocd as well as more advanced clinicians to improve their ocd

treatment skills and learn new interventions and ways to get out of
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deadlock in treatment and thereby increase efficacy

Contactless Human Activity Analysis 2021-03-23 this book is a truly

comprehensive timely and very much needed treatise on the

conceptualization of analysis and design of contactless multimodal sensor

based human activities behavior understanding intervention from an

interaction design perspective the book provides views and methods that

allow for more safe trustworthy efficient and more natural interaction with

technology that will be embedded in our daily living environments the

chapters in this book cover sufficient grounds and depth in related

challenges and advances in sensing signal processing computer vision

and mathematical modeling it covers multi domain applications including

surveillance and elderly care that will be an asset to entry level and

practicing engineers and scientists see inside for the reviews from top

experts

Prisoner B-3087 2013-03-01 from alan gratz the 1 new york times

bestselling author of refugee comes this wrenching novel about one boy s

struggle to survive ten concentration camps during the holocaust based

on the inspiring true life story of jack gruener 10 concentration camps 10

different places where you are starved tortured and worked mercilessly it

s something no one could imagine surviving but it is what yanek gruener

has to face as a jewish boy in 1930s poland yanek is at the mercy of the

nazis who have taken over everything he has and everyone he loves

have been snatched brutally from him and then yanek himself is taken
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prisoner his arm tattooed with the words prisoner b 3087 he is forced

from one nightmarish concentration camp to another as world war ii rages

all around him he encounters evil he could have never imagined but also

sees surprising glimpses of hope amid the horror he just barely escapes

death only to confront it again seconds later can yanek make it through

the terror without losing his hope his will and most of all his sense of who

he really is inside based on an astonishing true story

A Drop of Hope 2019-02-26 introducing an extraordinary new voice who

shows us how powerful an act of kindness a hint of magic and a little

hope can be a book that reminds us of the kindness we are all capable of

gary d schmidt newbery honor winner and author of okay for nowa well a

wish and a little drop of hope times are tough jobs are scarce and

miracles are in short supply but something strange is happening in cliffs

donnelly ohio an old well has suddenly impossibly begun to grant wishes

and three sixth graders are the only ones who know why ernest wilmette

believes a good deed makes magic happen ryan hardy thinks they should

just mind their own business lizzy maccomber believes in facts not fairy

tales of course you don t have to believe in wishes to make one as more

wishes are made the well s true secret gets harder and harder to keep

ernest ryan and lizzy know they can t fix the world but in their own little

corner of it they can give everyone a little hope one wish at a time

Little Dog, Lost 2012-05-01 a wholly satisfying kirkus reviews starred

review novel in verse starring a boy a lost dog and a lonely old man from
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newbery honoree marion dane bauer mark is a boy who needs a dog but

he can t get his mom on board with his plan buddy is a dog who needs a

boy buddy has an owner already but not one who understands what a

dog really needs mr larue is a neighbor who needs a community he s

alone all the time in his huge old house and everyone needs more than

that over the course of a summer thunderstorm and one chaotic town

council meeting these three characters cross paths and come together in

a timeless tale ripe with emotions they ll realize they all need the same

things love understanding and a sense of belonging plus a place to play a

game of fetch

The Vindico 2012-06-14 x men meets the breakfast club in this darkly

humorous adventure the vindico are a group of supervillains who have

been fighting the league of heroes for as long as anyone can remember

realizing they re not as young as they used to be they devise a plan to

kidnap a group of teenagers to take over for them when they retire after

all how hard can it be to teach a bunch of angsty teens to be evil held

captive in a remote mansion five teens train with their mentors and

receive superpowers beyond their wildest dreams struggling to uncover

the motives of the vindico the teens have to trust each other to plot their

escape but they quickly learn that the differences between good and evil

are not as black and white as they seem and they are left wondering

whose side they should be fighting on after all with fast paced action

punchy dialogue and sarcastic humor this high stakes adventure from a
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talented new ya voice pulls you in from the first page

Bubble 2017-05-02 originally published in 2016 in great britain as the

bubble boy

Posted 2017-05-02 with multiple starred reviews don t miss this humorous

poignant and original contemporary story about bullying broken

friendships social media and the failures of communication between kids

from john david anderson author of the acclaimed ms bixby s last day in

middle school words aren t just words they can be weapons they can be

gifts the right words can win you friends or make you enemies they can

come back to haunt you sometimes they can change things forever when

cell phones are banned at branton middle school frost and his friends

deedee wolf and bench come up with a new way to communicate leaving

sticky notes for each other all around the school it catches on and soon

all the kids in school are leaving notes though for every kind and friendly

one there is a cutting and cruel one as well in the middle of this a new girl

named rose arrives at school and sits at frost s lunch table rose is not like

anyone else at branton middle school and it s clear that the close circle of

friends frost has made for himself won t easily hold another as the sticky

note war escalates and the pressure to choose sides mounts frost soon

realizes that after this year nothing will ever be the same

The Feros 2014 in the high octane sequel to the vindico james hayden

sam emily and lana are ready to join the league of heroes but as their

induction draws near they are framed by a group of rogue heroes and
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given life sentences on the perch

Anything But Typical 2010-03-09 jason a twelve year old autistic boy who

wants to become a writer relates what his life is like as he tries to make

sense of his world

Eleven 2014-01-06 alex douglas always wanted to be a hero but nothing

heroic ever happened to alex nothing that is until his eleventh birthday

which fell on september 11 2001 then everything changed p 4 of cover

Tracker's Canyon 2017-07-22 tristan is one of the best climbers and

trackers around so when his father disappears the teen decides to enter

swallow canyon to search for traces of his dad only to realize that

someone is out to get him who s stalking whom and are his skills up to

nasty games being played out in the deep shadowy ravines

The Thing About Georgie 2009-10-06 fans of kate dicamillo and r j palacio

will love the thing about georgie a warm and humorous story starring an

unforgettable young boy with dwarfism from acclaimed author lisa graff an

upbeat and sensitive look at what it s like to be different this novel will

spark discussion booklist as far as georgie is concerned everyone has a

thing the thing about poodles is that georgie bishop hates to walk them

the thing about jeanie the meanie is that she would rather write on her

shoe than help georgie with their abraham lincoln project the thing about

andy s nonna is that she kisses georgie s cheeks and doesn t speak one

word of english the thing about georgie s mom is that she s having a

baby a baby who will probably be taller than georgie very very soon the
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thing about georgie well what is the thing about georgie

Stowaway 2018-08-18 owen s plan to sail away on an adventure puts him

on a collision course with some very dangerous people when owen s

parents leave him on his own for a week the sixteen year old gets bored

and hatches a crazy idea sneak onto the yacht that s visiting the sleepy

pacific coast island where he lives and stow away on an adventure once

on board the vessel owen quickly finds this is anything but innocent fun

the ship is packed with teenagers from central america and it looks like

owen has stumbled into a people smuggling operation complications pile

up and as things head from bad to worse a haunting incident from owen s

past tightens its grip on him there s only one way to break free and make

his way home owen and the first mate arturo a former street kid must

work together to commandeer the boat and win the trust of those on

board but who s friend and who s foe in the shifting tides

Fasting 2014-01-07 a guide to biblical fasting discusses how to choose a

fast the connection between fasting and prayer the essential components

of a successful fast and what to expect mentally physically and spiritually

Notes from the Life of a Total Genius 2016-09-01 a new year a new

controversy and another way to make kennedy mad arthur a bean is back

with robbie in another city thank goodness for texting and kennedy as his

co editor of the school newspaper arthur s final year at terry fox jr high is

off to a rocky start a chance to produce his own play gives him visions of

fame and finally the respect he is sure he deserves but that s all dashed
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when the new principal challenges the content of arthur s play never one

to take no for an answer arthur uses his wit and his own column in the

school paper to skewer censorship he so irks the principal that now the

grad dance is in danger of being cancelled much to kennedy s dismay in

typical fashion arthur won t back down even when kennedy pleads with

him torn between the wishes of his fellow students and his own best

chance for fame what will arthur decide

Photon-Counting Image Sensors 2018-07-06 this book is a printed edition

of the special issue photon counting image sensors that was published in

sensors

This is Not the End 2018-08-07 if you could choose one person to bring

back to life who would it be seventeen year old lake deveraux is the

survivor of a car crash that killed her best friend and boyfriend now she

faces an impossible choice resurrection technology changed the world but

strict laws allow just one resurrection per citizen to be used on your

eighteenth birthday or lost forever you only have days to decide for each

grieving family lake is the best chance to bring back their child for lake it s

the only way to reclaim a piece of happiness after her own family fell

apart and lake must also grapple with a secret and illegal vow she made

years ago to resurrect someone else someone who s not even dead yet

who do you need most as lake s eighteenth birthday nears secrets and

betrayals new and old threaten to eclipse her cherished memories lake

has one chance to save a life but can she live with her choice
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May B. 2012-01-10 if may is a brave stubborn fighter the short free verse

lines are one two punches in this laura ingalls wilder inspired ode to the

human spirit kirkus reviews starred i ve known it since last night it s been

too long to expect them to return something s happened may is helping

out on a neighbor s kansas prairie homestead just until christmas says pa

she wants to contribute but it s hard to be separated from her family by

15 long unfamiliar miles then the unthinkable happens may is abandoned

trapped in a tiny snow covered sod house isolated from family and

neighbors may must prepare for the oncoming winter while fighting to

survive may s memories of her struggles with reading at school come

back to haunt her but she s determined to find her way home again

caroline starr rose s fast paced novel written in beautiful and riveting

verse gives readers a strong new heroine to love

UNTOLD 2017-05 a beautiful and offbeat novel from mariko tamaki co

creator of the bestselling printz honor and caldecott honor book this one

summer montgomery sole is a square peg in a small town forced to go to

a school full of jocks and girls who don t even know what irony is it would

all be impossible if it weren t for her best friends thomas and naoki the

three are also the only members of jefferson high s mystery club

dedicated to exploring the weird and unexplained from esp and astrology

to super powers and mysterious objects then there s the eye of know the

possibly powerful crystal amulet monty bought online will it help her

predict the future or fight back against the ignorant jerks who make fun of
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thomas for being gay or monty for having lesbian moms maybe the eye is

here just in time because the newest resident of their small town is

scarier than mothmen poltergeists or you know gym thoughtful funny and

painfully honest montgomery sole is someone you ll want to laugh and cry

with over a big cup of frozen yogurt with extra toppings

Saving Montgomery Sole 2016-04-19 a young computer genius is chased

by sleek high tech drones into a land populated by godzilla size dragons

setting off a war that only he can stop part eragon part transformers with

a magical beating heart at its center marcus brimley was just four years

old when his cia analyst father went missing and the world branded him a

traitor eight years later searching for clues to find his father and prove his

innocence marcus breaks a complex code that sends him shooting

through a storm into an alternate realm but he doesn t travel alone when

marcus lands in this new world dracone he finds that he has been

followed by government drones and they re out to destroy marcus and all

of dracone while fleeing the drones marcus meets dree a twelve year old

draconian girl who comes from a family of dragon riders dree explains to

marcus that while humans and dragons used to be friends dracone s new

prime minister has turned them into enemies with humans hunting

dragons for sport and dragon riding families like dree s pushed to the

poorer outskirts of the city but the drones are firing on both the dragons

and the people of dracone soon marcus and dree discover that they must

get help from the dragons if they want to stop an all out war that will
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leave the incredible realm of dracone decimated

Dragons Vs. Drones 2017-02 private investigator daniel morgan was killed

in cold blood with an axe to the head in the pub car park of the golden

lion sydenham south london on 10th march 1987 it was the most brutal of

murders under the murkiest of circumstances who had wanted daniel

dead what were they trying to hide and why were the police seemingly so

reluctant to help this book is the culmination of a life s work for daniel s

brother alastair who for the last 30 years has done everything within his

power to try to solve the riddle of his brother s death his devotion has

prompted five separate police inquiries making it the most investigated

murder in britain s history and has unearthed one of the most notorious

episodes of police corruption and media cover ups of our time more

recently alastair teamed up with journalist peter jukes who has

investigated the case for the last four years to produce hit podcast untold

exploring every shocking twist and dark turn of the story of the daniel

morgan murder and now they ve brought all of their findings together in a

richly crafted and engrossing read more than just a companion to the hit

show this book shares every tiny detail of the cold case including the

latest findings from a major public inquiry and information from fresh

sources who have come forward since the show for fans of making a

murderer and serial this engrossing story paints a picture of a murder

most horrid and a cover up even more so with a cast made up of bent

cops senior members of the underworld and powerful media figures could
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you be the person to finally unlock the mystery of daniel morgan s murder

the facts are all here so the truth must be somewhere too

Untold 2017-05-18 this definitive guide presents a comprehensive set of

step by step best practice procedures for managing any type of project

from concept to completion it is not academic it is not of a general nature

but provides working standards and practices in the recognised project

management areas

Handbook of Project Management Procedures 2004-03 a swift paced

survival tale that s a cool blend of lord of the flies and journey to the

center of the earth school library journal a sharp meditation on the

seemingly universal difficulties of being young smart and uncertain bccb a

multifaceted journey from darkness to light kirkus reviews winner of the

red maple fiction award a class field trips turns into an underground quest

for survival in the latest middle grade novel from the author of edgar

award winner ocdaniel mr baker s eighth grade class thought they were in

for a normal field trip to carlsbad caverns in new mexico but when an

earthquake hits their field trip takes a terrifying turn the students are

plunged into an underground lake and their teacher goes missing they

have no choice but to try and make their way back above ground even

though no one can agree on the best course of action the darkness

brings out everyone s true self supplies dwindle and tensions mount

pretty and popular silvia does everything she can to hide her panic

attacks even as she tries to step up and be a leader but the longer she s
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underground the more frequent and debilitating they become meanwhile

eric has always been a social no one preferring to sit at the back of the

class and spend evenings alone now he finds himself separated from his

class totally by himself underground that is until he meets an unexpected

stranger told from three different points of view this fast paced adventure

novel explores how group dynamics change under dire circumstances do

the students of mr baker s class really know each other at all or do they

just think they do it turns out it s hard to hide in the dark

A World Below 2019-08-06 ray will need every ounce of his drone skills

and outdoor smarts to recover his missing bear cub before poachers get

to it first when his orphan bear cub goes missing sixteen year old drone

enthusiast ray mclellan decides to use his airborne spying skills to find it

little does he know that an evil bear poaching gang operating in the

surrounding forest has drones too and a cold welcome for those who

would attempt to take them down as a new york city kid recently forced to

move to the great bear rainforest by his parents ray doesn t have a

lifetime of outdoor instincts or familiarity with the valley and its wildlife that

makes him very different from his grumpy grandfather who like his new

school friends berates his city kid uselessness at every opportunity can

ray use his drones and smarts to prove himself find his cub and expose

what s going on in the woods

Drone Chase 2021-01-26 honest timely and completely thrilling reese

witherspoon furious and relevant i loved it so much clare mackintosh the
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instant new york times bestseller don t miss chandler baker s utterly

addictive new novel the husbands is available to pre order now ms

sandberg was right about something we had to lean in it was the only

way to hear the whispers sloane ardie grace and rosalita have worked in

the same legal office for years the sudden death of the firm s ceo means

their boss ames will likely take over the entire company each of the

women has a different relationship with ames who has always been

surrounded by whispers about how he treats women those whispers have

been ignored swept under the rug hidden away by those in charge but the

world has changed and the women are watching this latest promotion for

ames differently this time they ve decided enough is enough sloane and

her colleagues decision to take a stand sets in motion something

catastrophic and unstoppable lies will be uncovered secrets will be

exposed and not everyone will survive all their lives as women colleagues

mothers adversaries will be changed for ever add another great book to

your beach bag this story has a workplace murder mystery that happens

in today s metoo era it s honest timely and completely thrilling i was so

surprised to find out who the murderer was reese witherspoon it s the firm

meets 9 to 5 this is a juicy air punch of a novel alexandra heminsley

grazia slick smart fierce it s big little lies set against attorneys and recast

in the light of metoo relevant resonant and rage inducing sarah vaughan a

barnstorming modern novel evening standard magazine smart witty and

scarily relateable this is going to get everyone talking fabulous magazine
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witty and timely will make you cheer for sisterhood liv constantine a timely

and apposite metoo novel but also a clever thriller which highlights the

many ways in which women are discriminated against in the workplace

sara manning red magazine a primal roar of a novel a fantastic read riley

sager a thriller for the metoo era lucy mangan stylist

Whisper Network 2019-07-02 a fantastical novel from award winning

author colleen nelson about a hundred year old side show and a girl with

no past frankie doesn t trust easily not others and not even herself found

in an alley when she was a child she has no memory of who she is or

why she was left there recurring dreams about a hundred year old

carnival side show a performer known as alligator girl and a man named

monsieur duval have an eerie familiarity to them frankie gets drawn

deeper into alligator girl s world and the secrets that keep the performers

bound together but a startling encounter with monsieur duval when she s

awake makes frankie wonder what s real and what s in her head as

frankie s and alligator girl s stories unfold frankie s life takes a sharp turn

are the dreams her way of working through her trauma or is there a more

sinister plan at work and if there is does she have the strength to fight it

The Life and Deaths of Frankie D. 2021-04-13 this book aims to examine

multiple literary texts and works by applying various cultural and literary

theories criticism the application of these theories helps in deciphering

novel meanings and understanding of the textual elements the book

encompasses texts and articles from the literary canon as well as
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contemporary literature from around the world which offer a broader

perspective on the interaction between various socio cultural elements

that shape literary works it aims to understand the formation of new

meanings and paradigms that emerge out these literary analyses and

reviews this book is a great resource for all the students academicians

and critics who are looking for recent perspectives on different literary

texts and works

Literary Studies in English 2016-06-03 teachers and students mental

health takes priority in this classroom guide

Ensouling Our Schools 2018
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